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Performance!Nxt Release 12.7070 
 

Flowserve is pleased to announce the latest release of Performance!Nxt, the industry’s 
foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management Software. Following 
are details about new product/features and enhancements implemented in this release. 
 
New Product 
 
KF Diaphragm Actuator 
 
Kämmer KF Diaphragm actuator is released as low cost diaphragm actuator on selected 
Kämmer Valve products. This actuator is a multi-spring single acting diaphragm actuator 
based on the new FlowAct actuator for three sizes.  
 
Due to the special adaption, KF is a cost competitive alternative to the existing KP 
Stainless Steel actuator. The KF is currently available on Multi-Z and TotalFlow-335000 
out of the Essen factory. Additional valve series will be added shortly. 
 
Issues resolved 
 
Linear Issues 
 
20807: A new Kammer brand actuator ‘KF Diaphragm’ is added to the P!Nxt application. 
It is now available for selection at ESS and EQR sites. 
 
21394: A user reported that for Multi Z with custom Cv curve, the Controlled Cv/Kv and 
Particle size fields were filled with Cv’s at 80 and 70 degrees, respectively. This issue is 
resolved. 
 
21125: A user reported that for Mark One-X pressure balanced trim design, P/B force was 
not taken into account while actuator sizing. This issue is resolved 
 
21126: The Face-to-face value ‘Valtek Standard’ is made the only option available for 
Mark One Angle bodies. All other options are rule-blocked.  
 
21070: Cv values are corrected for Kammer 385000 with On-Off characteristics and soft 
seat. 
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21478: A user reported that Cvs of Mark One was changed after hitting Calculate button. 
This issue is resolved. 
 
21255: Users are now able to override Sigma MR for MicroCav retainer. 
  
Rotary Issues 
 
21405: Pressure classes CL150, CL 300 and CL 600 are the only available options for 
selection in PEV TMCBV. Other pressure classes are rule blocked. 
 
21272: A user reported that while changing old NR actuator size to new NR actuator size, 
the Service Condition results were not cleared off. Same issue happened if user changed 
the trim size manually. This issue is resolved. 
 
Actuator & Accessory Issues 
 
21335: A user reported that some valid sizes of FlowAct actuator were not available for 
selection. This issue is resolved. 
 
21456: A user reported that FlowAct actuator size 701 was not available for selection with 
Valtek GS 3” and 4” size valves. This issue is resolved and actuator size 701 is available 
for these sizes. 
 
20179: Product definition is updated for Sipart Positioner as per the CIP requirements.  
 
21279: The Positioner Indicator model ‘Pos Pac’ is printed correctly along with the 
‘Starpac 3’ positioner on the spec sheet. 
 
21228: Actuator sizing enhancements are done for Pilot Operated Valves.  
 
15670: New solenoid products from ASCO, Bifold, Norgren and Maxseal brands are 
added for selection with FlowAct and VL-Cylinder actuators. 
 
21289: All D Springs sets for KA Diaphragm actuator are obsoleted. 
 
User Interface Issues 

 
21371: The Part List update icon is now available as greyed out for users of Network 
version of P!Nxt. Network P!Nxt users can now see the date of latest parts list update in 
greyed out state. 
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21370: The EBF alert for Network version of P!Nxt redirects users to a message 
prompting them to contact Performance! Helpdesk. This will make sure that if there is any 
delay in executable file, the link does not point to location of the same file. In this case, 
Helpdesk will help Network users to update the application. 
 
18935: A new button ‘Apply to All’ is added to the Approvals/Certifications section of the 
Project modify screen. If this button is clicked, a dialog is displayed which enables the 
users to apply these changes to all records or individual records. 
 
21471: An in-built ‘Unit table Correction' functionality is implemented to manage the 
frozen records with unit conversion issues. After unfreezing the records, a tab delimited 
file displaying the corrections, if any, will open up. 
 
Application Issues 
 
21158: A user reported that P!Nxt was showing incorrect trim size on spec sheet if the 
trim selection is in unlocked state. This issue is resolved and now correct trim size is 
shown on the spec sheet. 
 

21387: The string length of PO # field is increased from 25 to 40.  
 

 

 

Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
 
 
Flowserve - Performance! Team 
performance@flowserve.com 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer: Flowserve’s audit of Performance!Nxt Version 12.7070 determined that the resulting 
software output is consistent with industry standard calculations and Flowserve product design data. 
Flowserve welcomes reports of any error that might be discovered in the software and will promptly 
address each issue. 


